
Ongoing major corruption issue in Germany

février 24, 2023 08�47 AM
From: James Meng <james.meng@yandex.com>

To: "olaf.scholz@bundestag.de" <olaf.scholz@bundestag.de>

Fix it, you wo�hless swine

-------- Beginning of forwarded message --------
24.02.2023, 07�58, "James Meng" < james.meng@yandex.com>:

Britta

Please see the attached cou� decision. In summa� - as pa� of a lawsuit that I did not bring,
and stated repeatedly that I never intended to bring in formal correspondence that is in your
possession already, and was not even allowed to bring against the German government by

Nigger-Net people at Deutsche Post who a�i�cially delayed my mail - I have been told that I
must bear the cou� costs, whatever they are. Isn't that incredible?

Thereafter, there are many, many, pages of totally erroneous language about my asylum case,
on which the Verwaltungsgericht of Stuttga� cannot issue a decision at this time, nor issue a
depo�ation order, because there are no grounds to depo� under Dublin procedure and the
second asylum inte�iew has still not occurred. Criminals continue to use the Verwaltungsgericht
of Stuttga� and the Landratsamt of Schwäbisch Hall to produce legally invalid correspondence
on formal government letterhead.

I don't know what to do with this any longer. I will follow up with physicians, as was implied I
should do (though not formally directed) in the letter issued on 14 Februa� along with my new
identi�cation document (Duldung), in suppo� of the issuance of a medical depo�ation ban -
something that the Verwaltungsgericht of Stuttga� cannot rule on as pa� of the scope of this

lawsuit against the German government that I never �led.

Sadly, what you are turning into in Germany is a rubber-stamp for a Jewish organized crime
ring, and nothing more. I am ce�ain that this is geographically limited to Baden-Wu�temburg,
of course, which I assume is the reason why I have been assigned here.

One �nal item of note is that the opinion of the Stuttga� verwaltungsgericht states that
conditions in Germany for legitimate asylum applicants like myself are deemed inhumane. I
found this amusing, as pa� of the overall mountain of bogus case law that is now being
generated in the Anglo world in response to the matter of my asylum case. While I do view the
way I was treated in Germany as totally inhumane, the fact that this poor treatment was merely
a matter of Jewish-American corruption adds a new and interesting layer to the juridical
precedent that the trash in Stuttga� are attempting to construct. Your count� is throwing itself
away for a pitiful, tiny amount of money.

James W. Meng

-------- End of forwarded message --------
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